
Health System Catalogue (HSC) Programme

Supplier Engagement – STATUS UPDATE

Summary of Progress

The Health System Catalogue went live for the “View” Phase in Dec-21, and there are 
now two early adopter DHBs working with the data, Mid-Central and Waikato.  For this 
initial go-live, a total of 24 Suppliers and 85,684 “active” products were published to 
the Catalogue.  We continue to work with Suppliers to get item and price data as we 
progress the development of the HSC.

Thank you for your assistance as we develop the Health System Catalogue, an 
important long-term initiative to support the NZ Health System.
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• Our initial focus was to get a solid foundation of product data into the HSC for the “View” 
phase, which was achieved.  A large proportion of this product data, however, did not have 
prices associated with the items, so we are working with these Suppliers to get the pricing 
data as part of a second stage data update.

• Work continues on the Supplier Portal, which will allow some suppliers to publish data 
directly to the HSC, we expect this to be complete in Feb-22.

• A staged rollout of the “View“ phase is planned, with progressive onboarding of the DHBs 
over the coming months.

• Discussions continue with Onelink and GS1 regarding the process and data flows for large 
logistics and supply chain providers.

• We are continuing to build our Master Catalogue and are keen to work with as many Medical 
Device Suppliers as possible.  If we haven’t already been in contact with you, and you would 
like to be part of the Health System Catalogue, feel free to contact us as outlined below.

HSC Progress Update

• First go-live phase of “View” commenced 
on 17-Dec-21.

• A total of 85,684 “active” products were 
published to the HSC.

• Continued onboarding of Suppliers, item 
and pricing information.

• Finalisation of the HSC Supplier Portal.

• Progress the process for logistics and 
supply chain providers.

• Match and merge other data sources to 
create master records in the HSC.

COMPLETED (since last update) PLANNED (for next period)

For further information or enquiries, please contact hsc@nzhp.health.nz



We are simultaneously working on four different streams for Supplier and Data Onboarding:

1. Suppliers who have already published data for “View” – Many of these suppliers have 
published item data only, so we will be working with them to get pricing information and 
extend some data sets to include full product ranges.

2. For Suppliers who we have engaged with but not received data from as yet – We will 
continue to work with these suppliers to get item and pricing data as we progress our DHB 
onboarding and move into the “Interact” stage of the HSC Programme.

3. For Suppliers who responded to the open invitation issued in Nov-21 – We will continue to 
work with you to determine the scope of your product range, match with the HSC project, 
and progress data onboarding as appropriate.

4. We will also continue to pro-actively approach other Medical Device Suppliers to formally 
invite them into the HSC and work through the onboarding and data collection process.

Onboarding approach as we progress the HSC Development

Suppliers who published data as at Dec-21
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3M New Zealand
Jackson Allison Medical & Surgical
Boston Scientific New Zealand
Stryker New Zealand
REM Systems
J&J (Depuy Synthes)
Olympus New Zealand
BSN Medical (Essity)
Teleflex Medical New Zealand
Intermed Medical
AMO Australia Pty
Bio Serve NZ

Smith & Nephew
Device Technologies NZ
Mathys
Reynard Health Supplies
Life Healthcare
Lima Orthopaedics New Zealand
Obex Medical
Sheffmed NZ
BOC
Cubro
Medtronic New Zealand
USL Medical 

Thank you to all the Medical Device Suppliers who worked with us in the last quarter of 2021, 
as we developed the HSC for the initial go-live.  A special thanks to the Suppliers outlined 
below, who published product data in this initial stage.


